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Q1 Do you agree with cutting Hanborough Road, from Wytham View to
Junction with B4449, both sides of road, twice a year?

Answered: 79 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 79
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Q2 Do you agree with cutting Oxford Road, from the roundabout to
playing fields, both sides of the road, twice a year?

Answered: 79 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 79
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Q3 Do you agree with cutting Station Road from Abbey Barns Road to
the Fishponds car park, both sides of road, twice a year?

Answered: 78 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 78

Yes

No
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Q4 Do you support planting hedging on the inside of the steel fence that
runs around two side of Old Witney Road Play Area?

Answered: 77 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 77
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Q5 Do you support cutting Oxford Road Playing Field (South) 'dog leg'
at the end of the field to the Fishponds, twice per year?

Answered: 78 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 78

Yes

No
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Q6 Please comment on any of the proposals here
Answered: 41 Skipped: 39
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 The proposals should give a very welcome boost to wildlife. 5/1/2020 5:54 PM

2 I agree with these proposals as long as it does not impinge on drivers seeing safely at
junctions.

5/1/2020 4:58 PM

3 All good ideas and could produce interesting and positive results for biodiversity in our
village. All entirely reversible too, so would show an undue lack of vision by the parish not to
at least try it and see what happens.

5/1/2020 4:52 PM

4 I have already appreciated seeing the increased diversity of growth in these areas and
wholeheartedly support theses developments.

5/1/2020 3:46 PM

5 Plantlife has a campaign and management guidelines you can follow https://plantlife.love-
wildflowers.org.uk/roadvergecampaign/management-guidelines

5/1/2020 2:32 PM

6 Just let it all go wild - I can't see that any of the plants will adversely impact vision at road
junctions. Not cutting will surely greatly help the wildlife - especially threatened species such
as grass snakes.

5/1/2020 2:20 PM

7 Allowing the grass to grow and reducing the amount of mowing creates a great opportunity
to create a more natural environment along the verges as well as in the Oxford Road playing
field. This will help create better habitats for insects and pollinators that are essential for a
healthy, thriving and connected ecosystem. It will also look prettier in the Spring and
Summer as more flowering species are able to grow.

5/1/2020 1:45 PM

8 I thoroughly enjoy the green natural spaces in Eynsham and believe that we need to ensure
they are as diverse as possible.

5/1/2020 1:41 PM

9 Very glad to see this. Any ideas for the very sad Toll bridge roundabout, I always think it is
such a poor entrance to Eynsham. Thank you!

4/30/2020 9:27 AM

10 eastern side of Witney Road between road and residential access road. Margins of playing
fields. Northern part of Mill Street near access to Dovehouse Close.

4/30/2020 9:19 AM

11 Re Proposal 1 Cars exiting from Dovehouse can't see traffic coming round bend from village
later in year when brambles grow more. May be similar problem if wild plants grow v high.
Hard to tell at this stage, but would like to see plants there and could let parish council know
if this does become an issue.

4/29/2020 10:07 PM

12 I support EPC in what they plan to do 4/29/2020 7:22 PM

13 Great ideas. Hope they can be approved 4/29/2020 3:06 PM

14 Great ideas, we need more areas for wildlife 4/29/2020 2:40 PM

15 Hi, I would like to encourage biodiversity in Eynsham as much as possible, limiting the
cutting back of verges as much as possible. My house has a large verge into Newland street
and I’d rather it wasn’t cut more than twice a year. Would love to see more planting of trees
and no spraying or severe cutting back of hedgerows. Thanks

4/29/2020 2:27 PM

16 Great start. I am aware of other areas that need further investigation as to ownership,
responsibilities etc including the open space immediately to the south of Spar, two grassy
areas in Green Road , the edges of Mill Street from Spareacre northwards. Well done
thanks,

4/29/2020 1:18 PM

17 I would welcome more cover and habitat in Eynsham to protect and increase structure for
the plants and animals that currently habitat here to prosper and transit easily, whilst allowing
for the potential of increased diversity to prevail as a consequence.

4/29/2020 12:51 PM

18 i support additional biodiveristy on village land wherever possble, i support the areas above
and hope you can also find additional areas for bi-anual cutting only, as well as additional
tree planting.

4/29/2020 12:51 PM

19 I would support more biodiversity and the additional planting of more trees, additional
hedgerows and hedgerow infill, and more wildflower meadow areas wherever possible, and
especially on Hanborough Road and Wytham View. Areas already left in ut in just this short
period of time are greatly enhancing biodiversity and also the visual appeal of the village. I
would recommend a project similar to South Leigh's Parish Council 100 trees projects. .

4/29/2020 12:41 PM

20 No.5 Thought to be given to paths for walkers and Carnival Fair ?? 4/29/2020 12:24 PM

21 This is a a good start but we need many more areas protected for planting trees, hedgerow
and wildflowers in the Parish. Eynsham Nature Recovery Project has mapped areas for

4/29/2020 12:19 PM
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increasing biodiversity in the Parish. These areas were put forward by the people of
Eynsham and should be considered as well as the above. Thank you.

22 We need much much more of this 4/29/2020 11:49 AM

23 we need many more areas in the village that are wildlife friendly eg. for tree planting and
wildflowers

4/29/2020 10:42 AM

24 I think this is a great idea 😁 4/28/2020 9:29 PM

25 Hopefully the plants around Old Witney Road Play Area will be chosen with biodiversity
*first* in mind. I heard laurel mentioned somewhere and hope it wasn't here!

4/28/2020 4:11 PM

26 It's harder to see / collect dog waste when the grass gets very long. 4/28/2020 3:31 PM

27 Totally support these initiatives at a time of catastrophic biodiversity loss. I like the way local
champions are coming forward to monitor and review how the areas develop.

4/28/2020 2:59 PM

28 Strongly support this initiative and look forward to seeing the increased biodivesity which
should result.

4/28/2020 2:05 PM

29 All will lead to restoring biodiversity and the natural balance which, in the end supports us all! 4/28/2020 2:01 PM

30 It would be crucial that this does not lead to dangerous situations with brambles/nettles
sticking out onto the road so that cyclists have to evade them

4/28/2020 12:39 PM

31 Would welcome more grass areas in the village for wildflower meadow creation and tree
planting

4/28/2020 12:19 PM

32 I'd really support this and think a sign letting the community know what is happening on the
plots would ensure understanding that it's not just unkempt but actually beneficial.

4/28/2020 11:58 AM

33 this represents a vital contribution to biodiversity and the re-emergence and sustainability of
wildlife

4/28/2020 11:14 AM

34 I would advocate only cutting the grass once a year rather than two for all the areas
identified and would also advocate extending the areas to Beech Road and Spareacre Lane.
It is much more important both aesthetically and for bio-diversity to have wild flowers and
plants rather than short grass. I live facing this area and would happily see the vegetation
longer.

4/28/2020 11:13 AM

35 Precise dates need to be specified - many verge plants flower in early spring. Contractors
need to remove cuttings, Need a path maintained through Dogleg, but margins left for cutting
and removal twice p.y. Please add more areas for biodiversity - wildflowers, hedgerows,
trees - and sensitive maintenance of these and ponds.!

4/28/2020 10:39 AM

36 I think it is a good idea to increase the biodiversity of our village through a more programme
of more sustainable mowing. However, this should not be at the expense of accessibility for
pedestrians and less able villagers on footpaths or sight lines at junctions/driveways for
vehicles. I object to the mowing programme for the playing field as it will lead to a reduction
in usable space for amenity, it is not only dog walkers who use this area. Also in times of
social distancing, it is not a good idea to funnel people into close contact on a mown path.
There is already a pinchpoint at the bridge on entering/exiting the Fishponds. Many thanks.

4/14/2020 10:30 AM

37 Planting hedging around play areas hides what is going on in there, and who is in there. The
planting along Old Witney Road, means that cars are parked on the double yellow lines
outside instead of off the road, and often older youths are hiding in the play area unseen by
passers by, using foul language, smoking and taking drugs, and playing/ vandalising
children’s play equipment. Who thinks these absurd ideas up!

4/13/2020 10:42 AM

38 this village could be smart if a lot more of this was done 4/12/2020 7:50 AM

39 I strongly support the proposal to plant hedging inside the steel fence on the Old Witney Rd
Play Area; it will be important to manage and maintain the hedge at the height of the fence.

4/9/2020 11:11 AM

40 Anything which helps increase biodiversity without jeopardizing "sight lines" is welcomed by
me!

4/6/2020 9:12 AM

41 RGM 4/5/2020 11:00 AM


